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SHU is Over the Hill

INTHISissue

SACRED HEART CELEBRATES IT’S 50TH ANNIVERSARY

6

HEARTS UNITED

at
includes
weeken
------------as a wine and cheese party, a dueling piano
show, a tailgate party, the football game, the
Doo Wop Project, bingo, family mass, the
continental breakfast with the President and
much more. Students and family must reg
ister online by Mon., Sept. 30. The weekend
package fee includes admission to all events
on the schedule.
“I have gone to every family week
end since freshman year and it is always
so much fun,” said senior Karie Albulescu.
“Spending rime with the family and parrici-

“It is amazing to see how much this
campus has transformed in just one year. I
can’t even imagine what it will look like by
the time I graduate. All of these improve
ments are awesome,” said sophomore Dani
elle Almonacid.
Currently in the process of getting
a face-lift is the Edgerton Center for the
Performing Arts. It is set to be completed
later in the fall semester. The expansion of
the Edgerton Center includes the addition of
a large art and design gallery for student and

BY CAITLIN FEENEY

to supporting our troops.

Asst. Features Editor
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Paint dries on Sacred Heart
mural.
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The beginning of the Fall 2013
semester marked Sacred Heart University’s
50th anniversary. Since 1963, the school
has grown to be the second-largest Catholic
University in New England. There are many
special events to celebrate this anniversary
starting this fall and continuing through the
spring 2014 semester.
The first event began on Wed., Sept.
4, with the Induction Ceremony of the class
of 2017, On Fri. Sept. 6, the third annual
President’s Gala was held. The Gala includ
ed a lavish evening of dinner and dancing,
along with music by Bigshot, a tribute band
of Billy Joel.
On Sept. 18, a University Mass of
the Holy Spirit will be held in honor of the
50th armiversary. Throughout the month,
there will be events open to the public; such
as art exhibits, panel discussions, concerts
and lectures. Each of these events will be
celebrating 50 years of Pioneer pride.
Another big event at Sacred Heart
is Family Weekend, which will be held
October 4-6. This year will be the 23rd an
nual family weekend. Parents and siblings

paring in all of these events is definitely a
great way to spend the weekend. This will be
my last family weekend, so it has to be the
best one of all.”
The school’s celebration continues
in December, which includes orchestra and
concert series. During February through May
2014, several concert series and activities are
being held that everyone will be welcome to
attend.
Throughout the 50 years, there have
been numerous renovations to the school.
The most recent ones include the Linda Mc
Mahon Commons, which serves as another
place on campus to grab something to eat.
It is also home to the career center, campus
bookstore and holds all of the important
resources to help students succeed and make
the most of their college experience.
The new Wellness Center on Park
Ave., located next to Angelo Roncalli Hall,
is now open to students. A brand new build
ing was built over the summer. The Wellness
Center serves as a counseling center and
offers health services. The counseling center
is a free, confidential resource providing
individual and group counseling and other
mental health needs for students. Health
services provide accessible, comprehensive

JVeu) club on campus dedicated
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faculty artwork that will double as a recep
tion area and a venue.
There have been many changes to
Sacred Heart’s campus and the college will
continue to undertake more restorations with
the goal of enhancing a sense of commimity.
“It’s pretty cool to see all of the
changes being made to the campus and how
fast it is all being done,” said senior Jocelyn
Alfieri. “It has come a long way since my
freshman year and it looks really great now,
I am definitely excited to see the Edgerton
Center when it is completed.”
There are so many events happen
ing this fall semester and spring semester,
along with many changes and makeovers
continuing to be made. This year marks a
very special rime for the University as it
continues to celebrate its 50th armiversary.

THE SPECTRUM/FILIPE LOBATO

THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY BANNERS ARE HUNG ALL
AROUND CAMPUS.

A Letter for Pat
BY BRAD BORSAY & DIANIS MERCADO
Contributing Writers

Dearest Sacred Heart Community,

Many of us have felt the pain of losing someone who is close to them. Unfor
tunately, on Aug. 18, the Sacred Heart Community lost one of their own. Patrick Sibley,
who was a former men’s volleyball player, left many of us here at Sacred Heart much
too early. He was a beloved roommate, teammate, student and friend to many and the
memories he has left behind will never fade.
Patrick “Sibs” was an extremely dedicated student-athlete with the motivation
to take him beyond his college career. His work ethic on and off the court stunned many
individuals and he challenged those around him to work even harder towards their
goals. It wasn’t until Pat’s transfer to George Mason that the volleyball team felt that a
huge part of their family was missing. Even though it was a difficult decision for Pat to
leave the Sacred Heart community, it was the best decision for him to share his educa
tion and athletic career with his brother, Shaun Sibley. His love for his previous team
and lifelong friends never departed his heart.
Pat’s ability to make friends is something to truly admire. This was easily seen
the morning of Aug. 25, when hundreds came out to celebrate his life and support his
family. Wherever Pat would go, many acknowledged not only his height but his wel
coming smile. He had the ability to bring joy and happiness to the people around him
no matter the circumstances.
Please keep Pat’s family in our hearts and prayers as we remember Pat’s short
but sweet life.
Sincerley,
Brad and Dianis
PAT SIBLEY IS REMEMBERED FOR HIS TIME ON AND OFF THE COURT.
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W really love being a part of such a large
class. I think it’s great that it’s big enough
to always meet new people, but small
enough to always see someone you know.

News

-Jen Kiggins

Welcome Class of 2017
On Mon., Aug. 26, classes began at Sacred Heart
University. While a majority of the students were getting
back into the rhythm of campus life, upperclassmen may
have noticed a difference; the freshman class of 2017 is
huge.
“It’s crazy seeing all the freshmen I gave tours to
last fall now roaming the halls and becoming part of the
Pioneer nation,” said senior Student Ambassador Chris
Rivera.
The freshman class for the 2013-2014 school year
at Sacred Heart is the largest class in the 50-year history
of the university. Almost 1,300 freshmen now make up
the student body. With a nearly 31 percent increase from
the previous freshman class, one major organization on
campus had to prepare for the large influx of students.
This past summer. Residential Life had its biggest
challenge: where to house the freshmen? Since 92 percent
of incoming freshmen needed to live on campus, rear
rangements in housing had to be made.
Traditionally, rising sophomores were placed
in Scholars Commons, Christian Witness Commons and
the top three floors of Angelo Roncalli Hall. Juniors and
seniors, who wanted to continue living through Residential
Life, were placed in Scholars Commons, Parkridge Apart
ments, Taft Commons and Oakwood Garden Apartments.
This year, the sophomore class fully occupies
Scholars and Christian Witness Commons, and the up
perclassmen are spread out between Parkridge, Taft, and
Oakwood. Because the class of 2017 has fully occupied
Elizabeth Ann Seton Hall, Thomas Merton Hall and
Angelo Roncalli Hall, a new building had to house the
upperclassmen. As a result. Sacred Heart rented out part
of the apartment building on Eckart Street to house more

first floor in both the buildings are still there for program
ming and fun events.”
Many students have noticed the abundance of
freshmen and the energy they are bringing to campus. 328
students intend to participate in club sports, 310 are varsity
athletes and 264 are interested in participating in perform
ing arts. Most notably, this class has the highest-ever incoming GPA in Sacred Heart’s history, encouraging Sacred
Heart University to become a more renowned university.
“I have noticed an increase in both life going on
inside the freshmen buildings and outside,” said Senior
Resident Success Assistant from Seton Hall Billy McNeil
Voight-Jause agreed, explaining, “With this large
class, students are making more of an effort getting to
know their neighbors and spending time in the court yard
between Merton and Seton socializing.”
Although the halls may be a little cramped, many
students are enjoying the large freshman class.
“I really love being a part of such a large class,”
said freshman Jen Kiggins. “I think it’s great that it’s big
enough to always meet new people, but small enough to
always see someone you know.”
Freshman Sophia Stark agreed, “I really enjoy be
ing apart of this big freshman class because I came from a
large class in high school and in middle school, so it is not
that much of a change from home.”
Students agree that the 1,300 new Pioneers are
great assets to Sacred Heart University. The campus of
Sacred Heart is growing every day with the completion of
the entranceway to the Edgerton Center, brand new health
center and the beginning of the new John F. Welch College
of Business and the Communication and Media Studies
building. This freshman class is adding to the development
of Sacred Heart.
“It is very exciting to see the number in the fresh
man class,” said Chelsey Corbo, Junior Resident Success

"Our buildings are basically at full capacity,” said
the Residential Hall Director of Seton Hall, Beth Anne
Voight-Jause. “We have very few empty rooms. In Merton
and Seton, the common rooms that were on every floor had
to be turned into bedrooms. However, the lounges on the

growth ol Sacred Heart and adds to the excitement of the
future of our school.”
Many events are going on throughout the whole
month of September in order to get the freshmen adjusted
and comfortable in the Sacred Heart environment. Whether

BY ALANA MILLER
News Editor

it is with a sports game, seeing musicians or comedians in
the Edgerton Center, or getting free things to decorate your
dorm room. Sacred Heart has something going on every
night in the month of September to welcome the Class of
2017 to their new home away from home.
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PARENTS’ CARS WERE LINED UP FOR HOURS ON
FRESHMAN MOVE-IN DAY.

STUDENTEVENTScaZendarsEPTEMBER
9/20 Fri
Air Bunker Ball-Blacklight
9:00pm-12:00am Pitt Center

9/12'Ihu
Photo Whiteboards
6:00-10:00pm Hawley Lounge

9/22 Sun
FALL FEST
l:00-5:00pm 63’s patio

9/13 Fri
Movie: Man of Steel
8:00pm Schine Auditorium

9/24 The
Bingo
10:10pm Edgerton

9/14 Sat
Touchdown Extravaganza
5:00-9:00pm Campus field
(Face Painting 8c Mechanical Football during game)

9/26 'Ihurs
SHUprise Novelty Night
8:00pm UC Auditorium

Movie: Man of Steel
8:00pm Schine Auditorium

9/27 Fri
Movie: Monsters University
8:00pm Schine Auditorium

9/15 Sun
Movie: Man of Steel
4:00pm Schine Auditorium

' ■ ,rft

;

9/28 Sat
Movie: Monsters University ■
8:00pm Schine Auditorium

9/17 Tues
Joel Meyers
10:10pm UC Auditorium

9/29Sunday
9/19Thurs
Ultimate Blowout Show
s
6:00pm-12:00am UC Auditorium

Fall Fest Rain Date
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^ends are an inevitable norm in today’s

Perspectives
Freshman and Senior Students
Comment on Their
Bright Futures
BY DANA MALTESE
Managing Editor

As some Sacred Heart University students are starting a new chapter in life, others are on the
cusp of ending one. lhe start of freshman year and senior year have different emotions and expectations
as the start of the 2013-2014 school year has taken off. For Sacred Heart freshmen, the transition is not
always an easy one.
“It was a little hard at first,” said freshman Brielle Gage. “I am still adjusting.”
But, for some other freshmen, the freedom that comes once stepping foot onto a college campus
is enough to bridge the gap.
Freshman Michelle Perrotta said, “I love having the freedom to decide when I want to study,
when I want to eat and when I want to socialize.”
Seniors can relate to the transition, as well, as they embark on their last year at Sacred Heart.
“I can’t believe my senior year has already begun,” said senior Jennifer Biagiotti. “When people
tell you, “it goes by in a blink of an eye,” it’s true, and it’s finally becoming real to me.”
Aside from getting adjusted to being a freshman, seniors and freshmen share common likes
about campus no matter what semester they are just starting.
“What I love about SHU is that it’s such a great community,” said senior Christa CappeUi. “People
hold the doors for each other and I’ve seen on multiple occasions students swiping others into 63’s be
cause they ran out of money or forgot their cards.”
Students are able to feel a sense of camaraderie as they walk through the halls, regardless of their
class year. “It feels like home. Everyone takes care of each other,” said CappeUi.
The atmosphere is something that every student on campus can feel and relate to. It is a feeling
that, no matter how long you have been eating at 63’s or hanging out in Hawley Lounge, students are able
to grasp. “My favorite thing about Sacred Heart is how everyone is so nice and helpful [with] activities and
events that go on,” Gage said.
Both freshmen and seniors are excited for the school year ahead. For seniors, it is a last chance
to make memories with peers and make strides to get ahead in the job market. For freshmen, it is a new
world that they are ready to explore and find where they fit best.
^S£P^ved and making friends, I know I
Perrot^^®^^’

Anticipated Presidential Gala
Shines Once Again
BY MEGHAN AMAYA
Asst. Perspectives Editor

The Annual Presidential Gala has become a tradition at Sacred Heart University due to the inauguration
of President Dr. John PetiUo two years ago. Due to the success of the original event, the beloved gala has
become an anticipated annual event.
“One thing I love about the President’s Gala is that it is an opportunity to get dressed up, dance
with my friends and, overall, have a good time,” said junior Lindsay Dunlea.
This past Friday, many students danced the night away whUe also enjoying the luxuries of the
candy bar, various hors d’ oeuvres and beer garden. The band Big Shot set the music tone this time around.
“I had an awesome time dancing through the night and taking pictures with all of my friends. I
was not too fond of the music because I do not listen to the oldies that the live band was playing. Although,
they were a great cover band,” said sophomore Mohammed Rana.
Due to the President’s Gala going on for 3 consecutive years now, many students have high expec
tations for the night.
“I thoroughly enjoyed my time at this year’s Gala and the experience was better than in the first
two years. The dance floor was packed, but that didn’t stop me from busting some moves,” said senior
Vinny Ebenau.
Ebenau continued on to say that, “Dr. PetiUo had the right idea 3 years ago to start this annual cel
ebration of the greatest university all in one tent. I have to thank him and everyone who put this together.
It’s senior year and it was our last Gala, glad I had fun. Safe to say aU my friends and peers did, too.”
Ebenau wasn’t the only one to revel their time spent at the Gala.
“For the past three years, the Presidential Gala has been an event that I truly look forward to. It’s
wonderful that President PetiUo has continued this tradition since he became president of the Univer
sity. It’s a great way to kick off the school year by gathering the students for a night of dinner, dancing and
fun,” said senior and student body president Lauren Kalil.
Kalil added, “I am extremely fortunate to have the opportunity to plan an event for the entire
student body. It’s exciting to be able to play both the role of assisting in planning the event, as weU as being
a guest at the event.”
The students enjoyed the celebrating underneath the giant tent.
“This was my first President’s Gala that I went to and I was struck by the elegance of the decora
tions that complimented the tent. 1 was not expecting it to be so extravagant,” said Rana.
For each passing year, the atmosphere has never seized to excite the student body, please the staff
and thrill the band.

society, especially on a small campus

Ws

3,400 undergrads.

-Amy Nunes

“THE CAT TREND”

ANTHONYsays...

AMYsays...

I wiU be the first
to admit that
the Grumpy Cat
t • 1
meme is hilariOUS. The angryfaced cat is pop
ping up everywhere, spreading his
negativity with every appearance he
makes. His memes have drawn cap
tions such as; “There are two kinds
of people in this world.. .and I don’t
like them.” Another reads, “Good
Morning, there’s no such thing.” In
fact, the infamous cat just landed
a major film deal. “(Grumpy Cat)
hates movies,” explained the owner.
WeU, that’s shocking news. CaU it
an unfair stereotype, but I whole
heartedly believe that Grumpy Cat
epitomizes cats everywhere: creepy,
antisocial and lazy.
I bet you have never
walked into a cat owner’s house and
have been kindly greeted by their
cat. Most likely, the owner’s cat
lurked across the room and peered
around corners judging every move
you made. I guess only cat owners
can understand cats. In that case.
I’ll never understand them.
The only cat I have ever liked was
Garfield. Maybe it was my Italian
bias connecting with his love for
pizza and lasagna. Since Garfield is
fictional. I’ll stick to dogs. They are
pets with which owners could have
a great conversation. Often times, a
conversation much better than one
could have with feUow humans.
Before my rant continues, I would
like to thank “Step Brothers” for
giving America an obsession with
Shark Week. I enjoyed people
uniting to observe the dangerous,
stealthy and mysterious creature.
So, when did the cat trend take
over as the dominant obsession in
America? That was quite a demo
tion. If Grumpy cat was capable
of being happy, he’d enjoy that his
YouTube clip was viewed around 13
million times. That is twice as many
views as last year’s final presiden
tial debate YouTube video. Where
have our priorities gone people!?
The YouTube video, “Funny Cats
In Water,” has surpassed 68 million
views. It is nice to see leisure time
spent so wisely.
Maybe I’m being too
harsh. If my name wasn’t signed
at the bottom, you might have
thought Grumpy Cat wrote this
article himself. In the meantime. I’ll
await the next obsession; giraffes,
panda bears, bomb-diffusing sloths,
possibly? Only time will tell!

I don’t know if
it’s because I go
to a Catholic
school and the
word “catholic”^^i

J

T
"

looks a lot like
it’s describing
someone who is addicted to cats
(cat-aholic?), but I have noticed
quite the uproar with the liking
of felines.
Yes, trends are an inevi
table norm in today’s society, es
pecially on a small campus with
3,400 undergrads. They have
included everything from Frebies
in the 9O’s to those hippy-dippy
floral headbands today. Above
it all, cats have left quite the
impression. I can’t decide how I
feel about it. Why are cats sud
denly the trendiest thing since
maxi skirts and male jorts? Cat is
the new black and I am the only
one that is reluctant to admit it.
To be quite honest, I
have never really liked cats. My
family recently invested in one.
Her name is Lulu and she is ar
guably the worst creature to walk
the hallowed halls of my house.
She is cute, yes. But besides be
ing aesthetically pleasing, she
doesn’t have much to offer. She
is not a companion. We pay for
this feline to roam our house and
get little to nothing in return. As
soon as I even think to approach
the little thing, she scurries away.
So sassy. How about a cuddle
every once and awhile, is that too
much to ask? What ever hap
pened to the reciprocal relation
ship? All I want is some love!
Lulu drinks lukewarm water
out of the palm of my mother’s
hand while simultaneously being
stroked by my sister. What? I just
want a dog. They are beautiful
creatures.
It is often said that ‘cats
domesticated themselve.’ Dogs
are a product of humans and
what we thought we wanted
from them as a pet, and cats do
mesticated themselves into what
we actually need. I don’t neces
sarily agree with that statement.
I don’t need a self-sufficient
animal prancing around my liv
ing room.
I need an animal that
needs me to love them, play with
them and foster a loving com
panionship. I am a huge animal
lover, which is why I think I get
so disappointed with cats.

SCREENSHOT
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Editorials
ERIN MARLEY, 2 014

Dana MALTESE, 2014

Position; Editor-in-Chief
My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Spending time at the beach with my family

Position: Managing Editor
My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Going to Dallas,Texas for a sorority convention

AMANDA SIALIANO, 2015
Position; Co-Copy Editor

Dan otzel, 2014
Position; Co-Copy Editor
My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Going to Chicago for my cousin's wedding

My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Being an Orientation Leader at SHU

Alan A Miller, 201 5

CAITLIN Feeney, 2014
Position; Asst. News Editor
My favorite thing I did this summer was;
Spending time at the beach

Position: News Editor
My favorite thing I did this summer was;
Feeding a giraffe at the zoo

Meghan Amaya, 2015
Position: Asst. Perspectives Editor
My favorite thing I did this summer was;
Going to Vans Warped Tour

Amy NUNES, 2014
Position: Perspectives Editor
My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Seeing the Lumineers at the Newport Folk Festival

NATASHA KLINOFF, 2015
Position: Asst. Features Editor
My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Ocean fishing on the Fourth of July

TAYLOR LANE, 2014
Position: Features Editor
My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Volunteering at a Special Needs camp

lEFF DALEY, 2014
Position: A&E Editor

Kat LINDSAY, 2014
Position: Asst. A&E Editor
My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Interning in Union Square in NYC

My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Celebrating my 21 st birthday at Myrtle Beach

KATIE SHEPARD, 2015

SAM BUTLER, 201 5
Position; Asst. Sports Editor

Position: Sports Editor
My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Traveling to Ireland with my team

My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Being a groomsman in my cousin’s wedding

ANDREA PROTO, 2014
Position: Public Relations Manager
My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Interning for an editorial stylist in SoHo

SEAN ELLIOTT, 2014
Position: Photography Editor
My favorite thing I did this summer was;
Going to Ireland for photography with SHU Study
Abroad

Megan Lackman, 2O15
Position; Asst. Public Relations Manager
My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Attending the Luke Bryan concert

LIZ MASTROCOLA, 2015
Position: Asst. Photography Editor
My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Watching the Yankees from behind first base

Kieran mcgirl, 2015
Position: Web and Social Media Manager
My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Going to Ireland with Sean Elliott
FILIPE LOBATO, 2Ol 6
Position: Asst. Photography Editor
My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Spending time at my beach house in West Hampton Beach

Mich ALA Fitzpatrick, 2014
Position: Advertising Manager
My favorite thing I did this summer was;
Living in Kennebunkport, Maine

HOLLY JOHNSON, 2015

Jessica nichol, 2015
Position: Graphic Designer
My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Working at the CT Open

Position: Graphic Designer
My favorite thing I did this summer was:
Interning for a magazine
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everyday?
® It’s because of people out there
actually allowing us to live the
v/ay we do everyday.

•
”

-Jess Davenport

The New Wellness Center Welcomes Students

THE SACRED HEART WELLNESS CENTER WAS IN GREAT NEED OF RENOVATIONS. THE NEW AND IMPROVED WELLNESS CENTER WELCOMES STUDENTS FOR THE 2013/14 ACADEMIC YEAR.

BY NATASHA KLINOFF
Asst. Features Editor

Each year, many Sacred Heart University stu
dents turn to the Wellness Center for counseling and health
care. This year, the Wellness Center has a new look, as
well as a new location.
The building stands tall on Park Ave., across the
street from the main campus. The new Wellness Center
is a 5,800-square-foot building, giving students and staff
members plenty of space. This is a new and exciting
change for returning students and a luxury for the fresh
men.
Students have been in and out of the Wellness
Center, some for health reasons, and others to explore the
new building.
“When walking through the front doors, I felt

an immediate change. The lobby area had comfortable
couches and it didn’t seem so cluttered. It seems like a
very happy, relaxing and clean environment,” said senior
Mandy Montgomery.
Montgomery admits that she does not go to the
Wellness Center very often, but that it is nice to know that
if she ever has a problem, help is just down the street.
Junior Cara Curran referred to the old center as
being “basement like ” and a tight fit for students. She
adds that she is “overjoyed that the school took the initia
tive to make such a remarkable improvement.
“Health is very important to me. I am always
trying to stay one step ahead of the game by washing my
hands, going for regular checkups and getting the appro
priate shots,” said Curran.
Curran also mentioned that she looks forward to
visiting the new and improved Wellness Center to receive

her annual flu vaccine once it is available.
Health Services Director Patrice A. Klein has
held her position for the past five years. Klein said that the
new Center began taking in students on move-in weekend.
Klein added that the major improvements include
the space, location, visibility and a spacious parking lot.
The parking lot is her favorite improvement.
Although the abundance of space is an excellent
improvement, Klein did add that the Wellness Center did
not gain more employees this year, making it rather dif
ficult on busy days.
“We are all still getting use to the functionality of
everything,” Klein said.
Despite the fact that the staff is still getting ad
justed to the new building and location, it is clear that they
have everything under control, as students come and go
witha smile.

Hearts United Aims to Help Veterans
BY TAYLOR LANE
Features Editor

Do you have family or friends serving our country? Are you a military veteran?
Do you have a genuine interest in helping current soldiers and veterans? The new club
on campus. Hearts United, is dedicated to supporting our troops, veterans and college
students with family ties to the military.
Club president Jess Davenport has a lot of connections to the military.
“My grandfather and both of my uncles were in the Air Force, so I come from a
military family,” said Davenport.
She is interested in helping those who have served our country, as well as family
members who want to feel close to their deployed loved ones.
“What better way than a support group on campus? The vice president, Sarah
Colins, has a brother in the Army and agreed that we would feel a lot better by supporting
each other,” said Davenport.
“This club is the perfect opportunity to thank and support the men and women
who fight for our freedom everyday,” said Colins.
Most of the current club members have friends and family currently or previously
in the armed forces. However, some of the members are just interested in helping service
members and supporting a good cause.
Hearts United members will be volunteering at veteran homes in Connecticut this
year. They will also be sending holiday cards to deployed men and women in the winter.
“Our big project is making fleece tie blankets. There are pink for girls and black
for boys. They will be sold and the profits will be donated to veterans,” said Davenport.
The main objective of Hearts United is to make a foundation here at Sacred Heart,
but they would like to try to branch out to other universities in the future.
“We are not really aware of how many veterans we have on campus,” said Daven
port.
According to Sacred Heart University, there were about 70 veterans enrolled at
Sacred Heart in 2012.
Davenport currently works in politics and got the opportunity to present the idea
of the club to Senator Chris Murphy and U.S. Representative Jim Himes at the American
Legion in Fairfield.
A big advocate for the club is Tony Hwang, a state representative from Fairfield’s
134th district and facilitator of the meeting. Davenport is very grateful for his help in the
beginning stages of Hearts United.

“Why are we here everyday? It’s because of people out there actually allowing us
to live the way we do everyday,” said Davenport.
Hearts United will start weekly meetings in the near future. The club has estab
lished a social media presence and recently participated in the Just SHU It Involvement
Fair.
For more information, contact SHUHeartsUnited@gmail.com. Or, follow them
on Instagram at heartsunited_ and like them on Facebook at www.facebook.com/heartsunited2013

PHOTO COURTESY OF JESS DAVENPORT

HEARTS UNITED PRESENTS THEIR NEW CLUB AT THE JUST SHU IT INVOLVEMENT FAIR.
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Lights! Camera! Action!
PRE-FALL PROGRAM ENTERTAINS INCOMING FRESHMAN
BY KAT LINDSAY
Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editor

Making your start at a new school
can always be a difficult obstacle to face.
However, for incoming freshman at Sacred
Heart, those who join Pre-Fall programs
have a head start on the rest.
“It was such a great way to start col
lege,” said freshman Stephen Bruno. “Not
only did we do a lot of cool stuff... we made
a ton of new friends. Within one week,
we did so much and we all became close
friends.”
One of those special programs is
the Media Studies and Communications
Pre-FaU program called. Lights, Camera,
Action!
This program was first introduced last
year to incoming freshman interested in the
communications field.
This week-long program offered
students a first hand look at different pro
duction sets including a tour of the NBC
Universal studios in Stamford, CT, a tour
of the Dan Patrick Show studio in Milford,
Conn, by Paul Pabst (the show’s executive
producer) and lots more.
Freshman Megan Garofalo recalls go
ing to the Museum of the Moving Image in
New York City for the day.
“Going to the museum and learning
about all of the different factors that go into
filmmaking was amazing,” said Garofalo.
Freshman Geno Gonnello recalls the ‘
day trip to see a taping of The Trisha Show,
which was one of his favorite moments of
the program.
“The most memorable part of the pro
gram for me was The Trisha Show because
it was a different kind of experience, one
where we could be ourselves and have fun
while watching all the crazy events unfold

INCOMING FRESHMEN ENJOYING A DAY IN NEW YORK CITY.

on stage,” said Gonnello.
While the students enjoyed all the
different trips to see the different aspects
of media culture around Connecticut, they
also made great connections and learned
more about the field.
“I never really knew that there were so
many different aspects of film and televi- .
ft m
atmosphere for the week,” said freshman
Joe Calaca.
“The program really taught me to give
everything a chance. For example, I wasn’t
too sure about editing, but after trying it, I
found that I actually love it,” said freshman
Lea Maglioccheti.
The students were introduced to

careers in production, casting, lighting,
camerawork, etc. All by professionals at
venues like the Dan Patrick Show, and The
Trisha Show at the NBC Studios.
Gonnello also stressed how the pro
gram really taught him about the different
career paths the industry offers.
“I think it helped me understand more
>«’d‘iMcbnamunic^ons^d
opened my eyes to a lot of things that will
help me better understand the field in the
future,” said Gonnello.
During this weeklong process the
freshman were also accompanied by faculty
and upperclassmen leaders whom are very
involved in the media program at Sacred
Heart.

Professors Sally Ross and Andrew
Miller were there to share with the students
their expertise in the field.
Student counselors Mare McGoorty,
and Kat Lindsay were also there to help stu
dents assimilate to the program, and really
get a feel for the major they hope to pursue
for the next four years.
McGoorty, who had led this program
last year as well, said that she loves being a
counselor for the students.
“Its great to help younger students get
their feet wet and use to a new school and
teach them what I know about the Media
Studies and Communications major,” said
McGoorty.
The students really loved the group
dynamic as well, and were very apprecia
tive of all the help the upperclassmen and
professors gave them during their time in
the program.
“The professors were so helpful with
questions and letting us know about the
course and any general questions about the
college,” said Bruno.
“Also, the student counselors were
great. They were so helpful with everything
from the equipment we were using to what
its like to be a student at SHU.”
Though the Lights, Camera, Action!
Program was only a week, the students took
a lot from their experience.
“The Pre-Fall program really got me
into the Media Studies mindset a little
Tnorer'slaid Calaca. “At first, I was hesitant
about the major, but after the program, I
know that’s what I want to do.”
The program helped relieve many col
lege stressors for these freshmaen.
“The program gave me a positive
outlook for the future. I was able to say to
myself, ‘yes I can get a job?’ said Maglioc
cheti.

Paint Dries on Sacred Heart Mural

PHOTO COURTESY OF PROF. NATHAN LEWIS

PROF. NATHAN LEWIS PAINTING THE MURAL, SET TO BE

UNVEILED ON SEPTEMBER 26

BY JEFF DALEY
Arts & Entertainment Editor

We have seen some creative ideas come to life on
campus. However, the most creative of ideas is found off
campus hidden in a three-car garage, hanging on a wall.
This wall has become Associate Professor of Art Nathan
Lewis’ canvas, as he brings to life the many facets of Sacred
Heart University through a mural.

“The subject of the mural was my idea,” said Lewis.
“I was approached by the chair of my department, John
Walker, because they had just finished the new student
commons and they were looking to put some artwork in
there. So, John knows that I do big paintings and he asked
if I would be interested in doing a painting for the new
building.”
Lewis took on the project and started painting in his
art studio.
“It used to be a three-car garage and I converted it into
a studio. My longest wall is the dimension of the painting,
18 feet long and about 6 feet 2 inches tall,” said Lewis.
It was not until winter break that Lewis started the
painting. However, he had a lot of help. Two of the interns
that worked with Lewis were junior Edward Garrity and
senior Sara Race.
“I have been working on the mural with Nathan for
the past two semesters,” said Garrity. “Specifically, as his
assistant, I helped him with virtually every step of the
process. We started with simply buying the supplies and
progressed into building the massive frame, stretching
the canvas and helping out with dozens of photo shoots
to provide the references for the painting. I did a lot of
computer work, cropping photos and adjusting them so he
could then arrange them to create the final composition.”
Race worked alongside Garrity, helping out with not
only the photo portion of the project, but also the themes
of the mural as well.
“I specifically worked on the photo shoots and photo
editing, building the canvas and discussing themes of what .
it is we wanted to do with the mural,” said Race.
The first thing Lewis did was reach out to the Sacred

Heart community, asking for opinions on what he should
include into his creation.
“There were certain things that I had to go out and
include, things that I wanted to include, and I had asked
President Petillo and Mike lannazzi who they wanted
included, so they had certain input on that, “ said Lewis.
“There were certain things that I wanted to put in, certain
colleagues, certain disciplines that I wanted to put in and a
lot of people emailed me back and I worked with them as
well and tried to include as much as possible.”
Lewis conducted many photo shoots with students
and faculty while starting his preparation to start painting.
“I started painting over the winter break,” said Lewis.
“But, I was still involved with a lot of the photo shoots. The
photo shoots took a lot of time to organize and get things
together and that was sort of an ongoing process from the
beginning of last fall up until the end of summer, and I
started painting the painting about halfway through and
then filling in the areas that I needed or the things that I
hadn’t represented that I felt needed to be represented.”
For Lewis, it has been a full plate to handle, but he is
determined to get it done.
“It was such a management of time between teaching
and trying to organize the photo shoots and getting the
painting done,” said Lewis. “But, this summer, because I
don’t teach, I had a lot more time to sort of lay in on the
painting and put in a good eight hours each day.”
The painting is in its final stages now and it just needs
some fine-tuning.
MURAL PAINTING
continued on pg. 9
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“Although it is still currently in its final
stages of completion, the mural is looking
sweet,” said Garrity. “The massive 18-by-6.5
canvas is really effective and allows for tons
of detail.”
It was originally proposed for the space
at the bottom of the stairs on the marble
wall next to Reds. However, it seems there
might be a different place for it.
“That’s where it was designed for,” said
Lewis. “Now, they’re talking about how it
may end up in another space that has more
traffic.”
Although Lewis is happy with any spot

the University chooses to put the painting,
students think a high-traffic area would be
a great spot for it.
“I hope the mural is put in a hightraffic area, like maybe a hallway in the
main building. I definitely wouldn’t want it
to be a hidden gem on campus,” said senior
Anthony Pascarella.
For Pascarella, the mural is an example
of something more.
“The mural is representative of the
school’s growth. It is that much more
special to those of us that are seniors and
witnessed a majority of that growth,” said
Pascarella.
Amongst the many subjects included

in the mural are the colleges of Business,
Education, Arts and Sciences, and Health
Sciences. As well as service, theater, the
arts, music and much more that goes on at
Sacred Heart University.
“I think the mural does a great job
of portraying all aspects of SHU. From
athletics [and] extracurricular activities,
to administrators at work - the mural has
something to represent every corner of the
university,” said Garrity.
The mural’s story will give more to our
university.
“The mural adds to the SHU commu
nity because it shows every part of educa
tion and campus life that we all share as a

whole. The images portray real students
and teachers so people will be able so see
friends or themselves in this mural,” said
Race.
The mural is almost complete and the
unveiling of it will be in the new gallery
space in front of the school on Sept. 26 at 7
p.m.
“I’m really excited that the opening
is going to be at the new gallery. I’ve been
through the new space and it’s a really
amazing space,” said Lewis. “We’re really
excited to be working with that new gallery
space and I am really excited to have it
shown there as the first show.”

Kat Gets Reel: “The Spectacular Now” Movie Review
BY KAT LINDSAY
Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editor

It may be cliche to rip the name of the
film and add it to the opening line of one’s
movie review, but... “The Spectacular Now”
really was just that- spectacular.
Based on the book by Tim Tharp, the
movie takes the viewer into the life of, Mr.
High School, Sutter Keely. The plot fol
lows this alcoholic high school senior as
he embarks on his last year of school. One
night his perfect girl, Cassidy, dumps Suter
and his whole world is turned upside down.
He ends up drinking^wafTfis sorrows at a
party and literaj^ands in the yard of Aimee Finjpkjnhe classic girl next door, the
mpflimg after. After the two meet and share
lunch the next day, the audience follows the
budding romance of the two teens through

AP PHOTO
SHAILENE WOODLEY AND MILES TELLER STAR IN “THE SPECTACULAR NOW”

ups and downs.
The film really showcases the inno-

come out recently in the theatres, I would
not hesitate to say that this film is one of

cence and reality' ofwhat it feels like to' =

the most raw and emotional mo'vies out in

be young and in love. Of all the films to

theatres.

Fall 2013 Fashion Trends
BY MICHALA FITZPATRICK
Contributing Writer

Fashion is in the air. What better
time than now to learn how to rock the fall
2013 fashion trends?
The color blocking phenomenon of
spring 2013 has transformed into fabric
blocking for this upcoming season, and fur
is the biggest talk of the town.
As designers previewed their fall collec
tions just a few months back, the runways
were filled with fur in every kind of garment
or accessory possible.
The trend of fabric blocking comes into
play as these high demand fur items will be
most popularly paired with leather, velvet or
satin. Leather and fur outerwear are a must
have, just pair them with a nice corduroy
pant and you’ll have the perfect fall outfit.
But if you’re pro-PETA, not to worry,
faux-fur gloves, which you can find for less
than $30 at Lord & Taylor, will be just as in
style as a full-on minx coat.
“Fabric blocking is a new trend that I
find interesting,” said senior Lauren Kokoszka. “I appreciate the concept because I think
it’s really fashion forward considering the
trends from previous seasons, but I do think
it could be a more difficult style to rock.”
There may be a huge emphasis on vari
ous fabrics, but we cannot underestimate
the power and presence of color and print.
Different prints for fall 2013 are so
elaborate, they need to be broken down into
three categories: earthy, modern and artistic.
“Basically one of the big things for
this coming season is prints, its casual, yet,
sophisticated at the same time,” said senior
Melanie Oberto, who currently works as a

salesperson at J. Crew.
But one of the best things about this fall
season is that fashionable leather and fur
jackets won’t just be temporary trends, they
will transform into closet classics.
Your expertise on color blocking last
season won’t go to waste either. This fall
features a certain color blocking of its own,
with bright accents against muted tones.
Pantone proclaimed emerald green as
the color of the year, which is included in
the top ten color trends along with bold
blues, warm reds, bright purples, vivid teals,
vibrant oranges, rich browns, dark greys and
deep greens. So mix any of these colors and
it will look like you are fresh off the runway.
Another previous craze, known as the
skinny jean, won’t go to waste either.
However, these are the only form fitting
item trending for the fall because tight is out
and trapeze silhouettes are in. To success
fully conquer the trapeze shape, just head
to J.Crew for the “oversize merino pocket
sweater,” as J. Crew seems to be popular
among Sacred Heart University students.
“J. Crew is one of my favorite places to
shop. I plan to go there for some cashmere
sweaters this fall. I love to layer things, so
hopefully, that will be to my advantage
when it comes time to fabric block this fall,”
said senior Juan Camacho.
So for the perfect fall ensemble this
year, just remember three things: for color
opposites attract with muted tones versus
bright accents, when it comes to silhouette
the bigger and the better, and finally as far as
fabric is concerned its all about texture.

EASTERN
MOUNTAIN
SPORTS’

With a screenplay written by the same
people who brought the world “(500) Days
of Summer,” one can understand that the
movie takes on a real and raw aspect that
Hollywood tends to shy away from.
Director James Ponsoldt really uses the
camera to the film’s advantage and shows
the viewers a stylistic interpretation of
Sutter’s world. Along with the directing.
Miles Teller, who plays Sutter, and Shailene
Woodley, playing Aimee, both display a
true acting ■vision of what it feels like to be
a teen in today’s world. Just another reason
why I think the film resonated so much
when I was watching it. I would definitely
recommend it to all.
KAT’S RATING:

COLLEGE
lljl
20% 0FF.X.e
EMS® brand items

15% OFF

ALL
full-price

national brand items
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Finney nails 42-yard field goal to continue perfect season

WRECKING BALL KESHAUDAS SPENCE HAS RUSHED FOR 251 YARDS FOR THE UNDEFEATED PIONEERS THIS SEASON. SACRED HEART COMES HOME FOR THE

FIRST TIME OF THE 2013-2014 CAMPAIN ON SATURDAY LOOKING TO EXTEND THE WIN STREAK AGAINST LINCOLN.

BY SAM BUTliEI? ;
Assf. Sports Editor

On Saturday, the Sacred Heart University football
team won their second road game of the season, 26-24,
over the Lafayette College Leopards.
The game began with the Leopards’ sophomore
Matt Smalley retunring the opening kickoff 98 yards for an
early 7-0 lead.
“At that point, first play of the game, I said, ‘OK,
first play, there are still 59 minutes to go,”’ said head coach
Mark NofrL “And, if we are the kids that we’ve practiced
with, there’s no need to panic.”
And, panic they did not.
Four plays later, sophomore quarterback RJ Noel
was in the end zone to tie the game after a 66-yard run of
his own.
Both Noel and Junior running back, Keshaudas
Spence, rushed for over 100 yards, propelling the Pioneer
offense.
^>ence nunUed to a career-high 168 yards on 18

carries, averaging 9.3 yards per rush.
of the game.
“It feels awesome,” said Spence. “I was Just trying
With three seconds left in the game, the Pioneers
to help the team in anyway possible, but it feels great on a
took their final timeout and sent out freshman kicker Alec
personal level.”
Finney for his first collegiate field goal attepmt.
The reasons why Spence reached this milestone
“I wasn’t nervous sending him on the field,” said
are no mystery to his coach.
Nofri. “Alec gave us the best chance on a longer-type field
“He’s a good kid, works hard and I don’t think he
goal at the time.”
will get complacent,” said Nofri. “If he continues to run like
Nofh’s kicker displayed a bit more anxiety, howhe does and as hard as he
evei,
does and not turn the ball
••And,
if
we
are
the
kids
that
“I was very nervous
over, he will be key to the
I
I
LI
.1
I
when I was getting ready,” said
success of our team.”
weve practiced with, theres no Finney.
The Pioneers were
nppH tn npnip ••
Finney relieved the
tough on both sides of the
I lOC/PI LVJ fPCil IIP,
nerves by Strolling onto the
ball, putting up 474 yards
field and drilling a 42-yard field
of total offense and forcing 3 turnovers on defense. The D
goal for the win, sending the Lafayette fans home heartbro
also had a critical goal line stand early in the first quarter.
ken from their home opener.
After almost four quarters of consistent scoring
“Once I kicked it and saw it go straight, I knew it
and fierce defense, Noel was sacked late in the fourth quar
was going in,” said Finney.
ter on Lafayette’s 21-yard-line, setting up fourth down for
The Pioneers are now 2-0 and return home on
the Pioneers.
Saturday to take on Lincoln University at 6 pan.
Sacred Heart cqjted for a field goal as the final play
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Women’s Volleyball Off to Strong Start

Sports I 11
We always appreciate when our
players are being honored.
Rob Machan, Volleyball Coach

PLAYbyPLAY
MEN’S SOCCER
9/6
SACRED HEART 2, DREXEL 1
9/8
SACRED HEART 0, PENNS

FIELD HOCKEY
9/7
SACRED HEART 0, YALE 6
9/8
SACRED HEART 1, HOFSTRA 3

WOMEN’S SOCCER
9/6
SACRED HEART 0, CORNELL 1
MEN’S GOLF
9/8-9/9

CCSUFall Invitational
4th Place (12 teams)

COMINGup

FRESHMAN OUTSIDE HITTER MARIE ZIMMERMAN DELIVERS A POWERFUL KILL AGAINST THE MANHATTAN JASPERS LAST WEEKEND.

BmilE SHEPARD
Sports Editor

The Sacred Heart women’s volleyball team kicked off
their annual SHU Hampton Inn Invitational this past weekend,
finishing in second place. The Pioneers entered the tournament
with a 2-1 record and looked to continue to build on the sea
son’s early success.
After starting the season strong at the Crusader Classic
at Holy Cross, two Pioneers were recognized for their efforts.
Sophomore Allison Riggs of Anaheim, California was named
NEC/Molten Co-Player of the Week after being named to the
All-Tournament team at Holy Cross. Also named to the AllTournament Team and receiving the NEC/Molten Rookie of the
Week award was freshman Kiki Robinson out of Bakersfield,
California.
“We always appreciate when our players are honored,”
said head coach Rob Machan. “We take any individual honor as
a team honor and realize the efforts of the team in receiving any
honors.”
The Pioneers did not get the start they were looking for
when they opened the SHU Invitational tournament, falling in
straight sets to American University. American took early leads
in each set and never relinquished one the entire match. Senior
Dianis Mercado led the effort against the Eagles with 11 kills,
but Sacred Heart committed too many errors (26) to give them
selves a chance to win.
“This weekend was a stepping stone for us,” said
junior Alissa Young. “The match against American showed us
what we needed to work on and now we can get back into the
gym and practice those things to be even better in the future.”
The Pioneers start a very young team, with Mer
cado and Riggs as the only returners in the starting lineup for
Machan. Each of the remaining four positions are occupied by
freshmen.
That youth came alive on the tournament’s second day.
“We have an outstanding group of players this year,”
said Machan. “Even though we have a large freshman class,
the team operates well as unit. We expect to be a very strong
contender this season.”
Sacred Heart played the University of Maryland
Eastern Shore Hawks in the next match, winning in four sets, , .
3-1. The Pioneers dominated the service game and were able to
capitalize on several key mistakes made by the Hawks. Riggs
led the match with 10 kills while freshman libero Ana Gonzalez
racked up 16 digs in the match.

“The girls really get me going,” Riggs said of her
strong performance. “We rely on each other before, during and
after the games to bring energy and [drive] to the court.”
The Pioneers finished off the tournament with a thrill
ing 5-set match against the Manhattan Jaspers. Mercado was
absolutely dominant, totaling 20 kills in the match.
The first set was a back-and-forth match in which nei
ther team could get a lead of more than 3 points. The Pioneers
battled back with a three-point service run by Young, but it
would not be enough, as Manhattan took the first set, 25-23.
In the second set, the Pioneers got into a rhythm with
their attack and tied the match at 1. Freshman Sarah Krufka
finished off the match with a powerful kill to put Sacred Heart
on the board.
The third set provided plenty of drama for the fans
in attendance. The set was critical for momentum and that’s
exactly what coach Machan told his team.
“We try to be as aggressive as we can and attack our
opponents, putting the pressure on our opponent,” Machan said.
“I was especially pleased with our attacking mentality through
out the set.”
Despite the advice from their head coach, the Pioneers
quickly fell behind, 7-2. However, the Pioneers responded by
going on a run led by sophomore Karly Shockey, breaking open
the set and giving Sacred Heart the advantage.
The fourth set was more back-and-forth until Manhat
tan went on a 6-1 run of their own. Sacred Heart pushed to keep
it close, but the Jaspers would take the set and force a decisive
fifth set.
The final set remained tight but critical serves by
Young and timely kills by Mercado sealed the victory for the
Pioneers. With the win. Sacred Heart took second place in the
tournament and now stand with a 4-2 overall record.
“For only playing together for a month, we have come
a long way quickly,” said Shockey. “There may be a lot of
freshman, but we are playing the game the same way we have
been for years.”
The Pioneers are hoping that the past will repeat itsef,
in the tune of a successful NEC championship run, like in 2010
and 2011.
Sacred Heart travels to the University of Delaware this
weekend where they will face Furman, Rutgers and host Dela
ware in a tournament.
“I expect us to compete very well in Delaware. It will
be another excellent opportunity for our team to grow and im
prove,” Said Machan. '
.

WOMEN’S SOCCER
SACRED HEART (1-4) VS.
COLUMBIA (1-1)
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.
SACRED HEART (14) VS.
UMASS-LOWELL(0-4)
Sunday,! p.m.

FIELD HOCKEY
SACRED HEART (2-2) VS.
LASALLE (1-3)
Friday, 7p.m.
SACRED HEART (2-2) @

HOLY CROSS (1-1)
Sunday, 2 p.m.
FOOTBALL
SACRED HEART (2-0) VS.
LINCOLN (1-0)

Saturday, 6 p.m.
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are playing the game the same way
we have been for years. ”
*»
Karly Shockey, Volleyball

From SHU to the Show
BY VINNY EBENAU
Contributing Writer

Many ballplayers dream of the opportunity to
play at a high professional level and Sacred Heart gradu
ates John Murphy, ‘13 and Troy Scribner, ‘13 are now
living out that dream.
Murphy and Scribner both starred at Sacred
Heart University, in the classroom and on the field, as
tremendous ambassadors of student-athletes.
After graduation, Murphy was drafted by the
New York Yankees in the sixth round of Major League
Baseball’s 2013 First Year Player Draft. Teammate Scribner
went undrafted, but was signed by the Houston Astros
organization shortly after.

THE SPECTRUM/SEAN ELLIOTT

JOHN MURPHY CONTINUES TO PLAY HIS GREAT DEFENSE WITH

THE STATEN ISLAND YANKEES.

“I see a long road through the minors and a lot of hard
work if I want to keep moving up,” said Scribner.

ball is often a challenge for players looking to succeed.
Being the focal point of their lives now, baseball is longer
hours and lots of work.
However, Scribner’s head coach at Sacred Heart,
Nick Giaquinto, had a different reaction about the dif
ficulty of the transition.
“Not for Troy,” said Giaquinto. “I went to see him
throw, he’s made the adjustment and he’s done a great job.”
Scribner uttered similar sentiments.
“The transition has been easy,” said Scribner. “I
was well prepared for this lifestyle through collegiate sum
mer ball and college ball. They have everything at your
disposal to be comfortable and to get better.”
Scribner proved that by compiling great numbers
right out of the gate. Starting for the Gulf Coast League
Astros, Scribner went 3-2 with a 1.26 ERA and had an
amazing 42 strikeouts in 28.2 innings while holding op
ponents to a .158 batting average against.
This prompted the organization to send him to
the Greeneville Astros of the Appalachian Leagud for a
sitting before sending him to the Tri-City ValleyCats of the
New York Penn League.
He spent the rest of this season back in the
New England area as he continued to develop amongst a
plethora of prospects for a rebuilding organization.
“He came in [to Sacred Heart] with a knowledge
of the game and a high baseball IQ,” said Giaquinto of
Scribner. “He really committed himself the last couple
years to focus on his goal of becoming a pro. When he
realized it was something obtainable, he just locked in and
kept battling and it’s paid off tremendously.”
Scribner was also able to experience tremendous
opportunity and excitement throughout the process and
summer, with memories to last a lifetime.
“it was a great feeling to call my parents and tell

“It’s a new experience and it’s a lot,” said Gia
quinto. “I think it’s different for a position player than it
is for a pitcher. Murph has the potential to go as far as he
wants, at that level they’re all good. What separates them
is not talent or ability but staying healthy and dealing with
everything that’s thrown at you and I think Murph has the
makeup to keep plugging away.”
In 37 games for the Staten Island Yankees, Mur
phy hit .173 with 22 hits and 12 RBI in 127 at bats.
“I think both of them have the work ethic and
maturity to deal with what’s thrown at them throughout
their career,” said Giaquinto.
With an already successful program, consis
tently competing in NEC championship games of recent
memory, Giaquinto values the players that come through
and move to professional ball.
“It does a lot for our program. We talk about
our guys that just got drafted and signed and it puts us at
another level providing the environment and experience
to give guys the opportunity to move on,” said Giaquinto.

» Of course, while fighting for stability and-a„^ ._™.. --them I was coming close to home to play” said Scribner.-

chance to prove their skill, they have to be able to adapt
quickly to a new world around them.
“Baseball is now the center of my life,” said Scrib
ner. “When in college, there were other things to worry
about. Now everything I do is for my career.”
lhe transition from collegiate ball to professional

Murphy also has a chance to succeed, starting
off with the Yankees rookie ball affiliate, the Staten Island
Yankees of the New York Penn League.
Murphy, too, has a long road ahead as an in
fielder in an organization looking to develop its prospects
and put the best team on the field.

THE SPECTRUM/SEAN ELLIOTT

TROY SCRIBNER OF THE HOUSTON ASTROS ORGANIZATION IS
LIGHTING IT UP IN THE MINOR LEAGUES.

PLAYERS of the WEEK

OIANIS MERCADO
HOMETOWN: Vega Baja, Puerto Rico

GREG MOORE
HOMETOWN: Newark, New Jersey

YEAR: Senior
YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Sports Management
MAJOR: Business Administration and
SPORT: Football, Wide Receiver
minor in Fashion Design
GOALS AFTER COLLEGE: Give back to the community
SPORT: Volleyball, Outside Hitter
STATS/AWARDS:
GOALS AFTER COLLEGE: Play overseas and get her
master’s degree2013 Team Captain
2 fbuchdowns (1 receiving,
STATS/AWARDS: 2013 Team Captain
1 rushing)
40 kills in SHU Hampton Inn Invitational
“The best part of playing is
“The best part of playing is having
bonding with my teammates,
X."*—teammates that are my friends.
they have each become one
j
They’ve made my experience
1
an incredible one.”
of my brothers.”
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